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Jets attack surprising, Atlanta Falcons defeated
Posted by wodota52033 - 2013/10/17 07:21
_____________________________________

Jets is a jets, games have a surprise. But this time the surprise is always solid praise. 
20 and 16, from three touchdown, without being stolen, quarterback score as nfl jerseys high as 147.7,
the jet's rookie WeiJi nuo Smith played in four after entering the NFL's best game. He has the advantage
of the long ball has a threat; Defect is too many mistakes, play belongs to kill one thousand, since the
loss of eight hundred. But Smith today's passing rate is quite amazing, there are few risk of passing,
embodies the quite mature. 
In the last wave of nfl jerseys winning offensive, take a few shots he nike nfl jerseys fairly quickly, a witty
rushed the ball not only help the team get the first attack, and push to the region can be shot. At key
points in the crucial game to get the key code number, cheap nike nfl jerseys it has a huge effect on the
growth of a rookie, this process is more important than the data. 
Smith can do well, also want to thank the team offensive group's strong support, especially the ground
offensive. Jet in the traditional sense is a to run with the team, through efficient running array to relieve
cheap nfl jerseys the pressure on the quarterback, control time and reduce errors. But in the past two
years, with the team runs WeiXiaoEn - green each 3 yards rhythm, jet ground offensive in a state of half
paralyzed. 
Today, the average jet rushed the ball every time can advance 5.4 yards, rushing yards, 118 yards,
wholesale cheap nfl jerseys ball and passing attack close to 1:1 proportion, it is easy to find that they
nike nfl jerseys nfl jerseys cheap are the key. Without a strong running back in the case, the team is very
flexible to use the tactics of "running back committee", namely more than running back taking turns.
Main Powell 12 balls, two substitute goodson and seven Avery rushed the ball, after both of the two
codes are respectively 10.7 and 6.8, terrorist these are very telling of the data. 
Jet or jets, of course, just because a game nike nfl jerseys performance were too high. Smith, the rhythm
of this season is a good and a bad, he is the savior to nfl cheap jerseys the next game to speak, rather
than use today after several media headlines. 
Falcon or falcon. Before last week for the patriots, I commented, that they can't dozen red zone, don't
know how to play three file conversion, don't know how to play the lead of the game. These problems in
the game or haven't been solved thoroughly. 
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